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Figure 1: Geometry of magnets made from Neofer® p (top)
and Sprox® (bottom)

Manufacturing process: Injection molding
Magnetization: 2-pole on face

Angle sensor magnets

Introduction
Magnetfabrik Bonn has introduced a range of different sha-
pedmagnets for custom applications formeasuring angles at
the end of an axle.
The experience gained during this process has flowed into
the standard solutions presented here. The critical situation
with respect to rare earth materials has meant that the de-
velopment of sensor magnets on the basis of inexpensive,
freely available hard ferrites (Sprox®) has become particularly
significant.
To allow the magnets to be secured, the rear (opposite the
face) is designed with collars or feet in a way that allows
them to be overmolded, glued or hot caulked. The magnets
can be aligned using the flat surfaces or, in the case of ma-
gnets made from Neofer® p using the two holes in the feet.

Injection molds and magnetization equipment are available
tomanuallymagnetize angle sensormagnetsmanufactured
from Neofer® p. If automatic magnetization is required, ad-
ditional pro rata costs arise for the automation process.
We can supply angle sensor magnets manufactured from
Sprox® (hard ferrite) as development samples. In the case of
series quantities, we would be happy to provide a quotation
for a multiple injection tool including automation.



Examples of sensors
Sensor Manufacturer Features

KMZ 60 NXP AMR double bridge with analysis electronics

KMT 31 HL-Planar AMR double bridge without analysis electronics

MLX 90316 Melexis Hall sensors with flux guiding

AS 5040 Austriamicrosystems Hall array with analysis electronics1

AA745 Sensitec AMR double bridge with analysis electronics

TLE 501x Infineon GMR sensor with analysis electronics

IC-MH IC-Haus Hall encoder

AM512B RLS Hall array with analysis electronics1

1 Hall arrays detect the vertical field component Bz; special magnets for this kind of sensor are indicated in the next table.

Available designs
Magnetfabrik Bonn GmbH can supply the following four models at short notice:

Drawing no. Dimensions Central field strength Comment

67.043-1 9 mm dia. x 2.5 mm ≥ 60mT at z = 2 mm Specifically for Hall arrays1

67.043-2 9 mm dia. x 2.5 mm ≥ 62 mT at z = 2 mm Standard small

67.044-1 14 mm dia. x 2.5 mm ≥ 55 mT at z = 3 mm Standard large

69.572-2 18/15 mm dia. x 2.5 mm ≥ 50 mT at z = 2 mm Standard hard ferrite,
available as development sample

Note:With the 67.043-1 magnets, the magnetization is rotated by 90° to the D surface compared with Figures 1 and 2!

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the axial arrangement of magnet and sensor
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Example application
Themagnets are suitable for detecting the angle of rotation in combinationwith amagnetic angle sensor.The
magnet is secured to the end of a rotating shaft directly opposite the fixed sensor (Figure 2).Themagnetization
method means that the flux lines are concentrated on the front of the magnet, emanating in the direction of
the sensor.



Comparison of the technical benefits of sensormagnetsmanufactured frompolymer-bonded hard ferrite and
polymer-bonded NdFeB

Benefits of magnets based on hard ferrite:
• greater dimensional stability as a result of the finer granularity of the magnetic filler
• corrosion resistance
• no irreversible magnetic loss at high temperatures up to 150 °C
• single-stage, reliable manufacturing process for long production runs
Caution: The material and the magnetization mean that the magnets can be weakened during handling.
This can only be avoided if the magnets are packaged separately in suitable packages and remain separa-
ted during further processing. In order to achieve an economically viable process that delivers reliable qua-
lity, themagnets must bemanufactured using amultiple injection tool that automatically places the units
in their individual packaging. For this reason, it onlymakes sense to deploy these solutionswith production
runs of more than 100,000 units per year.

Benefits of solutions based on rare earth materials (NdFeB):
• greater field strength,measuring distance for a comparable diameter is around 1-2 mm larger
• less susceptible to external manipulation (stronger coercive field)
• lower reversible temperature sensitivity (approx. 13 % per 100 K comparedwith 20% per 100 K), at the same
time, however, irreversible and structural loss occurs over time at high temperatures. For more details, refer
to our Applications Brief 1/2008 "The Effects of Temperature on Permanent Magnets".This Brochure is avai-
lable to download at www.magnetfabrik.de / Downloads / Praxis kompakt.

The charts below show the characteristic curves ofmeasurements taken on unweakenedmagnets.Mechani-
calmounting inaccuracies giving rise to a tilt in the region of 0.1 mmhave been deliberately accepted in order
to represent the magnetic effects of tolerances such as those encountered in a series application.



Figure 3: Planar field Bp at a distance z above sensor magnets made from Neofer® p

Figure 4: Planar field Bp at a distance z above sensor magnets made from Sprox® (hard ferrite)

Typical properties at room temperature



Figure 5:Typical angle error caused by sensor offset at R = 1 mm,
at R = 0.5 mm, the error is approx. 25 % of the values shown

Figure 6: Angle inhomogeneity on the plane at a distance z of 4 mm
Shown for a 67.044-1 type magnet
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The experts in permanent magnets
Magnetfabrik Bonn has 80 years of experience, and the extensive skills gained over these years
in all aspects ofmaterials, production techniques and applications havemade us not only a lead-
ing provider of permanentmagnets but also one of the leading experts in the field.We use these
skills to find solutions to the complex tasks faced by our customers. Our range of products inclu-
des awide spectrumofmaterials that we produce in our own facilities.Our highly automated pro-
duction ensures cost-efficient manufacturing and provides our customers with additional

advantages over the competition. Quality and environment
management systems testify to our commitment to continu-
ous improvement and to our sense of responsibility.
No matter whether you need a mass-produced product or tai-
lored magnet systems as functional assemblies, just have
aword with our experienced specialists.

Figure 7: Planar field at a distance z of 4 mm
above a type 67.044-1 magnet

Figure 8:Vertical field at a distance z of 4 mm
above a type 67.044-1 magnet
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